Operations of parallel-connected Triport UPS systems are discussed. The parallel operation becomes important (l) for increasing the rated kVA of the system and (2) 
Introduction
Triport system employing double= shunted transformer is a kind of UPS (Uninterruptible Power Supply). This system has been developed at AT&T Bell Laboratory as an UPS of high efficiency and excellent reliability. Since the first report on this system in 1978, many researches have been done for improving characteristics.
In this paper, we discuss the basic problems of the parallel connection of Triport systems. Parallel operation is needed in the following cases:
(1) Increasing the kVA rating of the system (1-A) Power supply with shortage power is added to the present system according to a demand for an increase of installation, or (1-B) high-power Triport system is required and its kVA rating can not be realized for the time being. (2) Improving the system reliability Redundant system, to say more precisely, parallel redundant system or r= out-of-n system is used for this purpose. The former is the system whose safety -can be kept by only one safe power supply. However, each set must be able to supply the whole power. The latter system consists of n sets of Triports and fulfills its function by r or more sets of power supplies (2 S r < n-l). Parallel redundant system is the special case (r=l) of this system. In the case of n=2, these systems are identical. With respect to the system reliability parallel redundant system is superior, but r-out-of-n system is suitable for high power system. Next we consider the typical parallel system of two Triports shown in 
(8) 
Conclusion
We analyzed the steady state operation of the parallel-connected system of two Triports and derived the conditions for current balance. These become the most basic principles on the parallel system design. Extension of these conditions to the parallel system of n Triports, analysis of the current sharing characteristics and so forth will appear in another article.
